Better Globe AS, Postboks 410, 1502 Moss, NORWAY

Here you will find the privacy policy for buying Better Globe trees and donation packages

Privacy Policy – Buying Better Globe Trees

1. Terms & Conditions
1.1

I can buy one or as many trees as I want at Better Globe AS (BG). Trees you buy and receive profit from are called
“Better Globe trees”.

2. Profit from the Trees
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

The trees will be planted in one of BG’s plantations in Africa by BG’s partner company Better Globe Forestry Ltd.
(BGF). BGF manages the trees I have bought during a period of 20 years.
BG will inform me where the trees are being planted and which species are planted. Pictures from the plantations will
be published on BG website.
I will get paid 15 % profit from the Better Globe trees I have purchased from the 5th to the 19th year from purchase
date. The 20th year I will receive 10 times the recommended retail price and a possible net increase in price for the
tropical timber.
The profit from the Better Globe trees I have bought will on annually basis be credited to my “BG account”. I can at
any time transfer money from my BG account to my bank account.
The ownership I have to my Better Globe trees ends in the 20th year after purchase.
The conditions for receiving profit from bonus trees are the same as for purchased trees.

3. Risk
3.1

BGF will continuously work to minimize the risk so that the trees I have bought will not be damaged by fire, insect
attacks etc.

4. Reimbursement
4.1
4.2
4.3

I have a 14 day cooling-off period when purchasing trees and BG will refund the total amount if the purchase is
withdrawn within the cooling-off period.
I have no rights of reimbursement after the 14 day cooling-off period as mentioned in paragraph 4.1 and no refund
will be made after this date.
I have no right to demand that BG buys back Better Globe trees I have bought. Profit from the trees will be paid
during the 20 year period.
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Privacy Policy – Buying Donation Packages
1. Terms & Conditions
As a purchaser of donation packages in Better Globe AS (BG) I want to join the fight for poverty by supporting the following
efforts:
1.1
1.2
1.3

Tree planting, to improve the environment in Africa as well as globally.
Agriculture, to increase income for poor farmers in Africa (nearly 80% of the population) by offering micro financing
Education, supporting the NGO Child Africa building schools so that even more children in Africa get free education.

I become active in the donation program by buying a donation package. By being active means I will automatically buy
donation package(s) each month. I can login to www.betterglobe.com at any time and turn on/off the monthly purchase.
This Donation Package consists of;
- 2 Better Globe trees I receive profit from
- 2 donation trees to needy communities through BGF
- 500 liters/130 gallons water to poor farmers
- 1.5 Euro for building schools through the NGO Child Africa
- 1.5 Euro for micro financing for poor farmers

2. Cease of Agreement
2.1
2.2
2.3

I can cancel my monthly purchase of donation packages at any time for no particular reasons. In the same way, I can
also reactivate the monthly purchase through my customer pages on www.betterglobe.com.
I am entitled to the profit from the Better Globe trees from the purchased donation packages in the agreed upon 20
years, regardless of my activity in the donation program.
I will always have access to my customer pages regardless of buying monthly donation packages.

3. Repayment
3.1
3.2

I have a 14 day repent time on donation package purchases. If I repent within the time frame, BG will refund the cost
of the donation package(s). Passing the repent time I cannot make any refund claims whatsoever.
BG does not have any obligations to release the values of the Better Globe trees I have purchased or received even if
I end my
customer relationship to BG. Profit from the trees will be paid during the 20 year period.
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Disclaimer
Prospective buyers of Better Globe AS products, and their professional advisors, are invited to review any materials available
to them of Better Globe AS products and plan of operations and any other matter relating to the Terms & Conditions or company
websites or brochures. The Company will afford prospective buyers and their professional advisors the opportunity to ask questions
of, and receive answers from, the officers of the Company concerning such matters and to obtain any additional information (to the
extent Better Globe AS possesses such information or can acquire it without unreasonable expense) necessary to verify the accuracy
of any information set forth in the Terms & Conditions or company websites or brochures. The Terms & Conditions or company
websites or brochures sets forth or make reference to possible future prospective statements of returns. Discussions containing
such future prospective statements may be found in the material set forth on the website, under “Tree calculator”, as well as within
other sections of this Terms & Conditions generally. In addition, when used in the Terms & Conditions or company websites or
brochures, the words “investments,” ”estimates,” “buying”, “interest,” “believes,” “anticipates,” “expects,” “payments,” “returns,”
“ownership” and similar expressions are intended to identify future prospective returns, but are not giving any guarantees. Such
future prospective returns are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties. Actual results in the future could differ materially
from those described in the future prospective statements as a result of the risk factors set forth above and the matters set forth or
incorporated by reference in this Terms & Conditions or company websites or brochures generally.
The Terms & Conditions or company websites or brochures have been prepared by the directors of the Company and to the
best of their knowledge, all information as laid out is correct at the date hereof. The directors accept responsibility for the
information as laid out herein but do not accept any responsibility for any perceived omissions.The directors do not accept the best
of their knowledge any responsibility personally for any losses that any buyer or subscriber may accrue as result of subscribing to
“Donation package” purchases or “Tree” purchases or for any losses on sale of the same if at all. Neither the Company nor the
directors accept any responsibility for any form of consequential loss actual or perceived by any buyer/subscriber or potential
subscriber as a result of subscribing or not subscribing to products from the Company. Better Globe AS is not a financial advisor and
does not offer financial or investment advice. Better Globe AS therefore recommends that you consider obtaining independent
financial advice that addresses your specific needs and situation before making buying decisions. Better Globe AS provides a sale
purchase opportunity and does not provide any form of quality review for the products other than their availability. Important to
note is, that the stated information most likely will not be sufficient to obtain a true and accurate view on the stated opportunity.
The contents of the web pages are not providing any advice as to buying and Better Globe AS does not assume any liability in
connection with any decision made by any party relating to the content in any of the postings. The information, opinions and
assessments expressed are for general information purposes only. Any person, legal or physical using the Better Globe AS web page
and or its material for promoting and or participating in any commercial activity is and agrees to be acting as an independent
contractor liable for his/ her own decision and payment of taxes, social insurance and any other cost to be levied on or to it by any
competed authority upon the said activity. Such person also guarantees to Better Globe AS that she/he is able to act legally in its
territory indemnifying Better Globe AS from any and all liabilities arising out of any used and or misuse of the materials provided in
the Better Globe AS website. Better Globe AS is not soliciting investors, or gives advice of financial, fiscal, legal or any other nature,
nor issues recommendations to buy, sell or otherwise engage in any opportunity up for sale or investment. All purchases made are
associated with certain risks. Better Globe AS does not assume any responsibilities for the successful outcome of such purchases.
Either Better Globe AS,nor its directors and employees, are assuming any liability for any losses or damages, direct or indirect,
incurred as a result of accessing the Terms & Conditions, company websites or brochures for any technical errors. Better Globe AS
does not warrant the Right of Use of any photography, graphics, video, audio or any other related material posted to the website.
Better Globe AS, its shareholders, directors and employees, may have or have had business relationships, be an investor itself or
may have other forms of dealings with parties and economic activities which are listed as an opportunity with Better
Globe AS.
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